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Chapter 1 : The Best Answers to Tough Interview Questions
Questions and Answers from Chegg At Chegg we understand how frustrating it can be when you're stuck on homework
questions, and we're here to help. Our extensive question and answer board features hundreds of experts waiting to
provide answers to your questions, no matter what the subject.

Ever since I was a teenager, I tinkered with computers. It was my hobby, my passion, and my way of learning.
Like most kids I enjoyed computer games. When my folks gave me a computer as a reward for making honor
roll my sophomore year, I mastered DOS, Windows, and WordPerfect within six months. I then went on to
teach myself programming basics. By the time I graduated high school, I knew I wanted to study
programming. From that point on, everything fell into place. My life revolved around computing. By my
junior year at Syracuse , I decided I wanted to work for a major software manufacturer. That is why I had an
internship last summer at FastTrack Software. I now want to work for a major player so I can be at the
forefront of breaking trends and new technology. When my college roommate told me about his start in your
department, I hounded him until he helped me get a referral, which brought me here today. I am prepared to
answer any questions you may have about my education and experience. The interviewee is able to say a lot
within 60 seconds by staying focused. The message is clear: He stays on message and concludes by leaving
the door open for additional questions about his education and experience. Unfortunately some candidates get
off on the wrong foot by rambling on for several minutes about their childhood, family, hobbies, travels, and
interests. Repeat Key Accomplishment Statements Throughout the interview you will be asked numerous
questions about your attitude and ability to do the job. Whenever possible, talk about your accomplishments in
terms of what you did and the results of your actions for employers. Give examples of your effectiveness,
which should include specific skills and statistics. Where do you see yourself five years from now? This
open-ended question is one of the most difficult and stressful ones job seekers face. Employers ostensibly ask
this question because they are looking for people who know what they want to do and who are focused on
specific professional goals. If you lack goals, you will have difficulty answering this question. Be sure you
arrive at the interview with a clear vision of what you want to do today, tomorrow and five years from now.
Your answer should be employer-centered. For example, "In five years I hope to be working with an employer
in an increasingly responsible position, that enables me to utilize my talents and work closely with my
colleagues in solving important problems. I see myself taking on new and exciting challenges in an enjoyable
environment and hopefully this will be with your company. Such responses indicate a lack of long-term
interest since you do not plan to be around for long. Give an example of a goal you both set and achieved.
Ideally, this should be a professional goal; such as improved time management skills, achieved new
performance targets, or learned a new skill. A personal example can also be appropriate if it reinforces your
pattern of accomplishments. For example, if you take a great deal of initiative and quickly move into
leadership positions, you might use a personal example relating to your recent community work: Talk about
results of achieving your goal. This indicates you set realistic goals and that you can focus on outcomes. Select
an example that has interesting outcomes related to your efforts. The example should showcase your skills and
abilities. For example, "From our discussion of the problem with the southwest accounts, I think we should
look into the possibility of consolidating them the LA office. However, I think we need to do a thorough
cost-benefit analysis of this region before making such a move. We may find the Phoenix office to be more
beneficial. Your response should sound sensible and innovative. We all have weaknesses. What are some of
your major weaknesses? This is not the time to confess all your problems nor to confidently say you have no
weaknesses. The best way to handle this question is to mention personal weaknesses that are outside the job or
a professional weakness that you have already improved upon. For example, "I have a real weakness for
chocolate that tends to go right to my waist! I am working on this by delegating more. Show that you are
generally decisive but mention that there are situations that give you time to pause or you are learning how to
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better make decisions. For example, "I sometimes have difficulty choosing between two equally good ideas.
Focus on something outside your work or something that happened on the job that you later fixed. Do not
admit to any personal quality that might hamper job performance, such as procrastination, laziness or lack of
concentration. Choose something that will not reflect badly on your ability to perform in the given position,
such as one that took place early in your career. I felt awful and thought I would be fired. I was determined to
get the account back and did after six months. This is not the time to become extremely self-centered and
arrogant. Keep in mind that employers are often looking for team players rather than Lone Rangers. Also, use
this question as an opportunity to inquire about an appropriate "fit for success" with this company. For
example, "Many years ago I learned an important lesson from Bob Nelson, who was my first supervisor and
really became my most important mentor. Set high goals, be honest, never say no, and work with people who
share your passion for doing their best. I am very self motivated, determined and honest. I really love what I
do and I try to surround myself with people who share similar passions. I thrive on this type of environment.
Am I likely to find this environment with your company? Can you tell me a little more about the
characteristics of successful people at your company? What do you see as some of the key success factors for
this position? Why should we hire you rather than someone else? Focus on what strengths you bring to the
table. These should be consistent with the four things most employers are looking for in candidates during the
job interview: Remember, they are looking for chemistry between you and them. Be prepared to summarize in
60 seconds why you are the best candidate for the job. Also, let the employer know you want the job and you
will enjoy working with them. A lack of interest in the job may indicate a lack of enthusiasm for the job and
them. How do you spend your free time? This question may have several purposes. The interviewer may be
just curious about your personal life without getting into illegal questions. He may also want to know how
well rounded you are in your personal and professional lives. Focus on some of the standard hobbies or
activities that most people engage in: If you are operating a home-based business as a sideline, you may not
want to reveal your entrepreneurial spirit-it may indicate you are planning to leave and go solo as soon as the
business starts doing well. Why do you want to work in this industry? Tell a story about how you first became
interested in this type of work. Make your passions for you work a theme that you allude to continually
throughout the interview. Demonstrate natural interest in the industry or career field by describing
publications or trade associations that are compatible with your goal. And I have a number of friends who are
analysts. What expectations or projects do you have for the business that would enable you to grow without
necessarily advancing? What excites you about the business? This may sound obvious, but too many
candidates make this mistake, unwittingly demonstrating a real lack of interest in their current field or
industry. Needless to say, such a gaffe will immediately eliminate you from further consideration. I also hope
to develop my management skills, perhaps by managing a small staff. Avoid mentioning specific time frames
or job titles. I was too interested in business to work at a university, but I believe that teaching is somehow in
my blood. Now I look forward to training the new hires. Describe your first encounter or a recent encounter
with the company or its products and services. What would be particularly motivating to you about working
there as opposed to working the same type of job in a different company? The recruiter will look for evidence
of genuine interest and more than just surface research on the company. Describe how your interest has grown
from personal dealings with the company representatives. Think creatively in preparing for job interviews.
What can they tell you? Two of the customers I spoke with explained why they continued to buy from you
year after year. Your distribution operation is phenomenal.
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Chapter 2 : CITI Instructions
Read the answers to many of H&R Block's frequently asked questions to find out more about H&R Block's tax services.

It is recommended that you uninstall your current Antivirus before intiating the upgrade. If you have a
subscription that has not expired, contact the developer to find out about Windows 10 support. Most Antivirus
utilities should be upgraded by the time Windows 10 launches. If your subscription is still active, then you
should be entitled to a compatible update for Windows Can I choose a different language during the upgrade?
Cross language upgrades are not supported, the free upgrade will be installed in your local language. In fact,
you should uninstall any language packs before upgrading. Not just any phone. Windows 10 will be available
to existing smartphones running Windows Phone 8. Is there a list of supported phones? How will I get the
update on my phone? Do Windows Phone devices qualify for this free upgrade? We are working with
Windows Phone 8. Yes, you will need to activate Windows What are some of the new improvements in
Windows 10? You can also use it to control applications such as the Music Player, prepare an email message
or track a package. Task View for managing applications using multiple desktops. Modern apps can now be
windowed and behave just like desktop apps. Notification Center for centralized management of notifications
and quick access to PC settings. Providing the power of Office on devices with touch support. Users can edit,
prepare documents, spreadsheets and presentations with full document fidelity regardless of device.
Continuum Mode - if you own a 2 in 1 form factor that works both as a laptop and tablet, you can easily let
Windows 10 decide the best environment for you. Once detached into Tablet mode for instance, you can work
in a more touch optimized user interface. Music and playlist integration in OneDrive. Unified messaging using
Skype Integration Windows Hello and Passport for personalized authentication without the use of passwords.
Device Guard for protecting devices against malicious applications. Watching DVDs requires separate
playback software Windows 7 desktop gadgets will be removed as part of installing Windows Windows 10
Home users will have updates from Windows Update automatically available. Windows 10 Pro and Windows
10 Enterprise users will have the ability to defer updates. Solitaire, Minesweeper, and Hearts Games that come
pre-installed on Windows 7 will be removed as part of installing the Windows 10 upgrade. If you have
Windows Live Essentials installed on your system, the OneDrive application is removed and replaced with the
inbox version of OneDrive. Persons who need to use Media Center should consider carefully before upgrading
from their previous version of Windows. The Windows 10 upgrade will automatically remove any
installations of Media Center. So what are the alternatives if I need Media Center? Your best option is to
continue running your existing version of Windows with Media Center. Windows 7 editions that include
Media Center will continue to be supported until January Windows 8 Pro with Media Center will continue to
be supported until January All three are open source and free. Is Windows Live Mail versions , , compatible
with Windows 10? What will happen to them if I upgrade to Windows 10? You can review the following as a
possible work around if you need to. Please note, Hyper-V does not include a Windows license, you will need
to provide and install your own. Is Windows Media Player still available in Windows 10? Windows 10
replaces your previous version of Windows by moving it to the Windows. Windows 10 becomes the default
operating system. Can I uninstall Windows 10 if I do not like it or something goes wrong? What happens to
the recovery partition used by my previous version of Windows? That is why it is strongly advised you backup
before upgrading. Suppose I need to go back to Windows 8 or Windows 7? Will upgrading from Windows 7
or later preserve my personal files, applications and settings? Windows 10 setup will keep, upgrade, replace
and might require that you install new drivers through Windows Update or from the manufacturers website.
Installing drivers through Windows Update Windows Update is the premier starting point to resolve most
common driver issues you might experience immediately after installing Windows Immediately, Windows
Update will detect your system configuration and download all the appropriate drivers for your system. As
you can see in the above screenshot, my Intel HD Graphics was installed automatically. I did not even have to
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reboot the system. In addition to that other hardware components were also detected and installed which
includes my LAN adapter and card reader. How will I know if my computer can run Windows 10? Make sure
you are running the latest version either Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.
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Chapter 3 : Microsoft Community Frequently Asked Questions - Microsoft Community
If the certification block was previously completed by a different preparer and/or translator: o Draw a line through the
previous preparer and/or translator information; and o Enter the new preparer and/or translator information (and indicate
"for corrections").

Click on "Attempt quiz now" button. Click on the "Next" button at the bottom of the page to see the next page
of questions Click on the "flag" in the box next to the question to put a temporary marker on it Notice the Quiz
navigation block in the upper right corner. You can use it to jump to any question. Question boxes for the
current pag are in bold. Flagged questions will have a "red corner" in their box To finish the exam,click
"Finish attempt" in the navigation block of "Next" on the last page of the exam. The "Summary of attempt"
page - reviews the questions and alerts you to questions not attempted. Click on any question page number or
"Return to attempt" to go back to the quiz. Click on "Submit all and finish" to have your quiz scored. A
warning will pop up telling you you can no longer change your answers. How students review a quiz In the
quiz navigation block incorrect answers are RED: The flags are still visible: In the questions themselves,
correct answers will be in green with a check mark. Incorrect answers will be in red with a cross. Saving
questions and returning later to a quiz New feature in Moodle 2. If you answer a number of questions and then
want to complete the quiz at a later time,click "Finish attempt". When you return to continue the quiz, Moodle
will remember which page you were on and allow you to continue from there, having saved your previous
questions. Retaking a quiz If your teacher has allowed multiple attempts, when you click on the quiz again you
will be informed how many attempts you have remaining along with your previous scores. How teachers view
a quiz Note: Once a quiz has been attempted, it is not possible to add or delete questions unless previous
scores are removed. When attempts have been made on the quiz, the teacher can click the quiz name and
access the reports by clicking the link "Attempts - No. It is then possible to filter the reports according to
preference: A teacher may also access quiz results by clicking on the quiz name in the Navigation block. This
opens up other links, enabling them to view by grade, by correct response, by statistics and by manually
graded responses: Each individual question may be filtered in score order and individual student quiz
responses may be viewed by clicking "Review attempt" next to their name. For more information on how quiz
responses are reported, see Quiz reports. Commenting on or regrading responses By clicking on the score of
an individual question, a teacher may comment on it or override the grade: In the bottom dropdown With
selected users, choose "send message" Ideas for using Quiz with acknowledgement to Michelle Moore
Quizzes may be used:
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Chapter 4 : Using Quiz - MoodleDocs
back to top The Completed Training badge This badge is awarded to community members who have voluntarily
completed training courses and learning opportunities provided through the community. This badge can be earned more
than once for completing training in different categories.

Can I post a reply to a forum article? Yes, forum articles accept comments so that you can share your thoughts
on the article. Can I get notified when the article is updated or when someone comments? Click the ellipsis
and then click Subscribe. How do I recommend a forum article that really helped me? You must be signed in
to participate. Your Profile How do I find my profile? Click your screen name anywhere it appears in the
community for example, in one of your posts or questions, or at the top of any page to get to your profile page.
Profile page The personal profile information that you choose to share will appear to all users on the Profile
tab. Your username Your picture if you decide to upload one Your title, if you have one for example,
Community Moderator Your introduction if you decide to write one for your profile Bonus links if you are
eligible Your accomplishments and badges Any weekly awards you may have won Activity section All the
threads and forum articles that you participated in, voted for, or are subscribed to appear on your Activity
section. Click Show filters to filter by types of content or by Categories. Edit profile From the Edit profile
view, you can: Change your profile picture Write or edit your bio Add a signature that will be displayed with
your posts Update your email address Choose to get email notifications or not Select advanced user options
back to top How do I edit my profile? Click the Edit profile tab on your profile page. Change your
publicly-facing profile information, subscribe to email notifications, and select advanced user options as
desired. You can delete your profile from this community, but keep in mind that it will also be deleted on all
communities that use this profile. When you delete your profile, all of your posts, awards, votes, and
subscriptions will be permanently disassociated from your profile. Once a profile has been deleted, it cannot
be restored. Click the Edit profile button on your profile page. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click
Delete My Profile. Confirm that you want to delete your profile and click OK. You can use a picture that you
own for example, a picture of your cat or dog or a picture in the public domain, like license-free clip-art or
photographs. Please read our Code of Conduct to make sure your profile picture is appropriate. They will
appear automatically as they are earned. To learn about the badges you can earn, see Building your reputation ,
below. Browse to a profile page. Whenever a profile name appears as part of thread activity, forum article
activity, or award recognition, you can click on it to open the profile page. Search for a profile page. Enter the
exact profile name in the search box and select Search community member in the dropdown. Click the search
icon. If an exact match is found, the profile page will appear. All of your badges appear on your profile and
help others understand your level of community involvement. Accomplishments These badges are awarded to
community members who have demonstrated a long-term commitment to helping build a community of high
quality content in a safe, healthy environment. This is an ongoing, dynamic process. Badges earned for
accomplishments can be lost if your community activity no longer meets the badge criteria. Content Creator
badge Each time one of your question and answer posts is marked as Helped by this reply or Answer, you get
a vote toward your Content Creator badge. Benefits of being a Content Creator: Content Curator badge When
you mark a question and answer post as Solved my issue, or, recommend or upvote a forum article or
discussion post, you have started on the path to a Content Curator badge. Benefits of being a Content Curator:
Reporting content that is not actual abuse will not get you votes and will slow your progress toward earning
this badge. Benefits of being a Guardian: A Guardian badge will be added to your profile Content the
Guardian reports as abusive is automatically hidden until moderated. Every week we recognize the
contributions of our community members with badges awarded for the best content or noteworthy
participation in each category. These award badges are yours to keep and cannot be lost. The First Answer
badge The first time one of your question and answer posts is marked as an Answer, a First Answer badge will
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appear in your profile. The Helpful Post of the Week badge This badge is awarded to the person whose
question and answer post gets the most Helped by this reply votes in each week minimum 5 votes. Every week
this badge will be awarded to a poster in each category. Every week this badge will be awarded in each
category. This badge can be earned more than once for completing training in different categories. This badge
can be earned more than once for contributions to multiple categories. We appreciate the contributions of
community members from integrated Microsoft communities. The following badges were achieved on
previous Microsoft communities and are no longer active. Microsoft Mobile Community Mobile Contributor.
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Chapter 5 : Homework Help Questions & Answers: Math, Science, Literature, History & More - calendrierde
In your answer focus on your ability to make repeated attempts to get to your objective, to stay with the task until it is
completed and to make a plan to overcome obstacles that arise along the way.

Products Interview Questions and Answers As soon as you sit down with an employer you can expect the
interview questions to start rolling in. When answering job interview questions , you need to be prepared for
the easy ones as well as the unexpected. Interviews questions are designed to make you feel uncomfortable.
You will often be asked questions that seem straightforward to answer. Here is a list of common interview
questions and what the interviewer is looking for by asking them. Why do you want to leave your job? This
question can be answered in several ways but do your best to keep your answer short. Avoid being dishonest
with this question, for what ever reason, your interviewer may spot it and believe there is something you are
not saying. There is no right answer to this question, only wrong ones. The point here is to convey to the
interviewer that you are not leaving because you are mad, tired, bored, overworked, underpaid, or job hopping,
just that you are leaving your job on because. As much as I enjoy the relationships I have, it is time for me to
move to a more progressive organization with more opportunities and new challenges. Can you work under
pressure? Do you work well under pressure? This is more of a follow-up from the previous question and I
doubt both questions will be directly asked to you, but both have slightly different answers. Saying no to this
question may be an honest answer, but it is also a negative one. The interviewer will probably ask for an
example, so be prepared with a situation or academic scenario from a previous interview. What can you do for
us that no one else can? This is a pretty open ended question and may or may not get asked directly, but some
variation of it may come up. There is no right or wrong answer. The interviewer wants to see what you believe
are your best strengths and that you can differentiate yourself from everyone else. Describe your role and how
you have contributed to the company and projects on past jobs. I am motivated, disciplined and focused and
am willing to do whatever it takes to get the job done. Tell me about yourself? The way you answer this
question will set the tone for the rest of the interview. Again, this is an open ended question, but really what
the interviewer wants to hear is about your recent work experience. Your answer tells the interviewer where
your mind is. If you start telling him that you are a Cleveland Browns fan, then you are way off base with
what he wants to hear and you have just made your first mistake. These are the things an interviewer really
wants to hear. I truly enjoy working with the people in this business as well as the challenges. In my last job,
the good relationships I formed with my customers resulted in me holding the highest customer retention rate
of everyone else in my department. Why do you want to work here? Lack of preparation for this question
could very well cost you the job. One of the most important things is to be honest, otherwise it will show. Ask
yourself the question first, why do you want to work there? If your answer is that you just need a job and
paycheck, then dig little deeper. Do you admire this company? Do you like their products? The key here is
what is important to you about this company. Why should I hire you? This is your chance to restate the skills
you possess that are most relevant to the position and to summarize your other qualities that make you the
perfect person for the job. Outline your answer before you go in, so that you can answer clearly, concisely, and
with confidence. It should reflect your professional background as it relates to current needs and problems of
the position. Review the job description and tell how you are the right person for the job by matching up your
skill set with each bullet point of the job description. Be sure that the interviewer is clear about the fact that
you want this job. What were some of the things you did not like about your last job? This is a fair question
and is sure to come up in almost every interview. A short answer is all that is expected. One option is to tell
the interviewer that in your current position, training and advancement opportunities are limited. Be careful of
how you answer this question. We all have something we did not like about our last job; it could be the
people, culture, your boss, internal politics, the drive, etc. Be sure to keep your answer short and positive; no
need to prattle on here because you are interviewing for a new job and are not here to spend time focusing on
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what you did not like about your last job. If you work for a small company and are interviewing with a large
corporation you could explain that: Each of these questions is answered in even greater detail in my guide with
many more questions and answers.
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Chapter 6 : Editing a Survey - qualtrics
Science Questions and Answers from Chegg. Science can be a difficult subject for many students, but luckily we're here
to help. Our science question and answer board features hundreds of science experts waiting to provide answers to
your questions.

You can ask our tax advisors an unlimited number of questions at no extra cost excludes business returns.
Standard live chat hours apply It does not provide for reimbursement of any taxes, penalties, or interest
imposed by taxing authorities and does not include legal representation. All prices are subject to change
without notice. To qualify, the larger refund or smaller tax liability must not be due to differences in data
supplied by you, your choice not to claim a deduction or credit, or positions taken on your return that are
contrary to law. Terms and conditions apply; see Accurate Calculations Guarantee for details. Prices based on
hrblock. Consult your attorney for legal advice. Power of Attorney required. Does not provide for
reimbursement of any taxes, penalties or interest imposed by taxing authorities. Terms and conditions apply.
The audit risk assessment is not a guarantee you will not be audited. Depending upon the card you elect to use,
you may be able to earn rewards. Contact the financial institution that issued your card for specific terms and
agreements. Payments processed by WorldPay, Inc. The IRS payment date will be equal to the date the
transaction is authorized and completed. It may take the IRS 5 - 7 days to post the payment to your tax
account. Audit Defense only available in TurboTax Max bundle. File Online State e-file available within the
program. An additional fee applies for online. State e-file not available in NH. Additional state programs are
extra. Most state programs are available in January. Release dates vary by state. State programs can be added
within the program for an additional cost. Most state programs available in January. Enrolled Agents do not
provide legal representation; signed Power of Attorney required. Audit services constitute tax advice only.
Consult an attorney for legal advice. Starting December 1, Does not include in-person audit representation,
which is sold separately. Tax Software State e-file not available in NH. Most state programs available in
January; release dates vary by state. One state program can be downloaded at no additional cost from within
the program. Additional state programs extra. One personal state program and unlimited business state
program downloads are included with the purchase of this software. Additional personal state programs extra.
Important terms and conditions apply. Offer valid for tax preparation fees for new clients only. May not be
combined with other offers. Offer period March 1 â€” 25, at participating offices only. To qualify, tax return
must be paid for and filed during this period. All tax situations are different. Fees apply if you have us file a
corrected or amended return. The IRS allows taxpayers to amend returns from the previous three tax years to
claim additional refunds to which they are entitled. Applies to individual tax returns only. Price for Federal EZ
may vary at certain locations. See local office for pricing. Additional fees apply with Earned Income Credit
and you file any other returns such as city or local income tax returns, or if you select other products and
services such as Refund Transfer. Available at participating U. Refund claims must be made during the
calendar year in which the return was prepared. Does not include Audit Representation. Consult your own
attorney for legal advice. CAA service not available at all locations. Having an ITIN does not change your
immigration status. You are required to meet government requirements to receive your ITIN. Additional fees
and restrictions may apply. National or a resident in the United States, Mexico or Canada. Dependents must
meet all the other tests for qualifying child or qualifying relative. Supporting Identification Documents must
be original or copies certified by the issuing agency. Original supporting documentation for dependents must
be included in the application. All tax situations are different and not everyone gets a refund. Fees apply if you
have us file an amended return. Starting price for simple federal return. Price varies based on complexity.
Starting price for state returns will vary by state filed and complexity. Audit services only available at
participating offices. Comparison based on paper check mailed from the IRS. Amended tax returns not
included in flat fees. Important Terms, Conditions and Limitations apply. The tax identity theft risk
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assessment will be provided in January The tax identity theft risk assessment is based on various data sources
and actual risk may vary beyond factors included in analysis. The Send A Friend coupon must be presented
prior to the completion of initial tax office interview. Discount valid only for tax prep fees for an original
personal income tax return prepared in a participating office. May not be combined with any other promotion
including Free EZ. Void if sold, purchased or transferred, and where prohibited. Must be a resident of the U.
Available at participating offices and if your employer s participate in the W-2 Early AccessSM program.
Valid for personal income tax return only. Return must be filed January 5 - February 28, at participating
offices to qualify. Type of federal return filed is based on your personal tax situation and IRS rules. Additional
fees apply for Earned Income Credit and certain other additional forms, for state and local returns, and if you
select other products and services. Approval and loan amount based on expected refund amount, ID
verification, eligibility criteria, and underwriting. If approved, funds will be loaded on a prepaid card and the
loan amount will be deducted from your tax refund, reducing the amount that is paid directly to you. Tax
returns may be e-filed without applying for this loan. Fees for other optional products or product features may
apply. Available at participating locations. Not offered in Puerto Rico. Mastercard is a registered trademark,
and the circles design is a trademark of Mastercard International Incorporated. Not available at all locations
and to all applicants. Additional fees, terms and conditions apply; consult your Cardholder Agreement for
details. Rewards will be posted to your Emerald Card on or around the 5th day of the month following your
qualifying purchase. For a full schedule of Emerald Card fees, see your Cardholder Agreement. Payroll,
unemployment, government benefits and other direct deposit funds are available on effective date of
settlement with provider. Please check with your employer or benefits provider as they may not offer direct
deposit or partial direct deposit. Faster access to funds is based on comparison of traditional banking policies
for check deposits versus electronic direct deposit. Fees apply to Emerald Card bill pay service. All products
subject to ID verification. Line of credit subject to credit and underwriting approval. Products offered only at
participating offices.
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Chapter 7 : iPhone Questions and Answers - Apple
Discover the calendrierdelascience.com community of teachers, mentors and students just like you that can answer any
question you might have on a variety of topics.

You may choose to limit our use or our ability to share your information in certain circumstances. Our ability
to offer you certain products and services and your experience may be affected by your choice. To opt out of
electronic communications, visit the opt-out preferences page. You may, however, continue to receive e-mail
communications related directly to the services and products you purchase, such as payment receipts and e-file
status notifications. You can ask our tax advisors an unlimited number of questions at no extra cost excludes
business returns. Standard live chat hours apply It does not provide for reimbursement of any taxes, penalties,
or interest imposed by taxing authorities and does not include legal representation. All prices are subject to
change without notice. To qualify, the larger refund or smaller tax liability must not be due to differences in
data supplied by you, your choice not to claim a deduction or credit, or positions taken on your return that are
contrary to law. Terms and conditions apply; see Accurate Calculations Guarantee for details. Prices based on
hrblock. Consult your attorney for legal advice. Power of Attorney required. Does not provide for
reimbursement of any taxes, penalties or interest imposed by taxing authorities. Terms and conditions apply.
The audit risk assessment is not a guarantee you will not be audited. Depending upon the card you elect to use,
you may be able to earn rewards. Contact the financial institution that issued your card for specific terms and
agreements. Payments processed by WorldPay, Inc. The IRS payment date will be equal to the date the
transaction is authorized and completed. It may take the IRS 5 - 7 days to post the payment to your tax
account. Audit Defense only available in TurboTax Max bundle. File Online State e-file available within the
program. An additional fee applies for online. State e-file not available in NH. Additional state programs are
extra. Most state programs are available in January. Release dates vary by state. State programs can be added
within the program for an additional cost. Most state programs available in January. Enrolled Agents do not
provide legal representation; signed Power of Attorney required. Audit services constitute tax advice only.
Consult an attorney for legal advice. Starting December 1, Does not include in-person audit representation,
which is sold separately. Tax Software State e-file not available in NH. Most state programs available in
January; release dates vary by state. One state program can be downloaded at no additional cost from within
the program. Additional state programs extra. One personal state program and unlimited business state
program downloads are included with the purchase of this software. Additional personal state programs extra.
Important terms and conditions apply. Offer valid for tax preparation fees for new clients only. May not be
combined with other offers. Offer period March 1 â€” 25, at participating offices only. To qualify, tax return
must be paid for and filed during this period. All tax situations are different. Fees apply if you have us file a
corrected or amended return. The IRS allows taxpayers to amend returns from the previous three tax years to
claim additional refunds to which they are entitled. Applies to individual tax returns only. Price for Federal EZ
may vary at certain locations. See local office for pricing. Additional fees apply with Earned Income Credit
and you file any other returns such as city or local income tax returns, or if you select other products and
services such as Refund Transfer. Available at participating U. Refund claims must be made during the
calendar year in which the return was prepared. Does not include Audit Representation. Consult your own
attorney for legal advice. CAA service not available at all locations. Having an ITIN does not change your
immigration status. You are required to meet government requirements to receive your ITIN. Additional fees
and restrictions may apply. National or a resident in the United States, Mexico or Canada. Dependents must
meet all the other tests for qualifying child or qualifying relative. Supporting Identification Documents must
be original or copies certified by the issuing agency. Original supporting documentation for dependents must
be included in the application. All tax situations are different and not everyone gets a refund. Fees apply if you
have us file an amended return. Starting price for simple federal return. Price varies based on complexity.
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Starting price for state returns will vary by state filed and complexity. Audit services only available at
participating offices. Comparison based on paper check mailed from the IRS. Amended tax returns not
included in flat fees. Important Terms, Conditions and Limitations apply. The tax identity theft risk
assessment will be provided in January The tax identity theft risk assessment is based on various data sources
and actual risk may vary beyond factors included in analysis. The Send A Friend coupon must be presented
prior to the completion of initial tax office interview. Discount valid only for tax prep fees for an original
personal income tax return prepared in a participating office. May not be combined with any other promotion
including Free EZ. Void if sold, purchased or transferred, and where prohibited. Must be a resident of the U.
Available at participating offices and if your employer s participate in the W-2 Early AccessSM program.
Valid for personal income tax return only. Return must be filed January 5 - February 28, at participating
offices to qualify. Type of federal return filed is based on your personal tax situation and IRS rules. Additional
fees apply for Earned Income Credit and certain other additional forms, for state and local returns, and if you
select other products and services. Approval and loan amount based on expected refund amount, ID
verification, eligibility criteria, and underwriting. If approved, funds will be loaded on a prepaid card and the
loan amount will be deducted from your tax refund, reducing the amount that is paid directly to you. Tax
returns may be e-filed without applying for this loan. Fees for other optional products or product features may
apply. Available at participating locations. Not offered in Puerto Rico. Mastercard is a registered trademark,
and the circles design is a trademark of Mastercard International Incorporated. Not available at all locations
and to all applicants. Additional fees, terms and conditions apply; consult your Cardholder Agreement for
details. Rewards will be posted to your Emerald Card on or around the 5th day of the month following your
qualifying purchase. For a full schedule of Emerald Card fees, see your Cardholder Agreement. Payroll,
unemployment, government benefits and other direct deposit funds are available on effective date of
settlement with provider. Please check with your employer or benefits provider as they may not offer direct
deposit or partial direct deposit. Faster access to funds is based on comparison of traditional banking policies
for check deposits versus electronic direct deposit.
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Chapter 8 : Answers - The Most Trusted Place for Answering Life's Questions
Is there an option or work around to block updates or hardware drivers that might cause problems? Yes, Microsoft has
released a KB update (KB) that will let users block or hide Windows or driver updates.

This is for changing the flow of your survey when you are using multiple question blocks. This is only
necessary when doing advanced surveys that require a special type of skip logic, branching, data processing,
or block randomization. For more detailed instructions, please see Survey Flow [ edit ] Print Survey This
prints out the survey which can be helpful when proofing. However, the print preview and printout will not
appear exactly as it does to respondents. Please note that when you run through the entire survey in Preview
mode, your test responses will be recorded in the results. Before collecting your real survey responses, you
will want to delete the test responses. It has to be live in order for Qualtrics to generate a link that you can
send to your respondents. The green box with the check mark means that it is active. The default question type
is Multiple Choice. A menu appears to the right of your question. To change the question type, click the green
box in the menu to the right. To edit the text of the question, click on the text: For more advanced options,
select the link to Rich Text Editor. The Move Question option in the menu can also be used to move a selected
question by clicking on any desired location. Questions in the trash are visible at the bottom of the screen until
the trash is emptied. Restoring the question will return it to its original location. Select the library from which
you want to take questions. Select the survey from which you want to take questions. Highlight the desired
question or group of questions from the left-hand panel. Add the questions to your survey blue button at
bottom of right panel. If at any time you wish to exit out of a pop-up window, simply click on an area outside
of the window and the pop-up will disappear. New questions are added immediately before or after others with
no page break in between [ edit ] Default question type The default question type is Multiple Choice. You can
easily change your question type by clicking the green box to the right of your screen. This will give you a
menu with the different question options that are available. See detailed Question Types for answer options.
For example, for a multiple choice question as shown , the options are the following: Single answer one
response allowed Multiple answer multiple responses allowed Drop down list one response allowed Select box
one response allowed Multiple select box multiple responses allowed [ edit ] Editing a question The menu that
appears to the right of your question is for editing the selected question. To select a question for editing, click
on it â€” it should be highlighted in light blue. If you change the question type, the text and scale points will
be retained. See advanced options section for more information on Piping Graphics or a movie clip can be
added Special characters, tables, and web links can be added You can upload a file for respondents to
download [ edit ] Edit the content of the scale choices To edit the content of the scale choices, you can do any
of the following: Click on the text itself: The choice should disappear. Click on the text of the statement. An
arrow will appear to the right of the statement. Click on it and choose the red button next to "Remove Choice".
Respondents will get a warning if they try to skip it, and the survey will not advance until an answer is
provided. The Move Question link can also be used to move a selected question by clicking on the desired
location. A blue preview of the location will follow your mouse cursor until you click to place the question.
Questions can be moved from one survey block to another unless that question has skip logic or the carry
forward feature associated with it. Any skip logic or carry forwards associated with a moved question may be
invalidated by the move. Questions in the trash will still be visible at the bottom of the screen unless the trash
is emptied. Page breaks are required for certain advanced features to work A page break is needed
immediately after a question that uses Skip Logic A page break is needed between questions when items from
one question are carried over to another question A page break is needed between questions when the piping
feature is used Creating a page break between blocks is not necessary. It will be added automatically The back
button can be used to move to previous pages if that feature is activated [ edit ] Survey Blocks All simple
surveys will be contained in a default block. Complex surveys with multiple paths will require several blocks.
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Blocks essentially are separate surveys within one survey. You can branch the survey to different blocks of the
survey using the survey flow. Each block is automatically separated by page breaks. With this enabled, you
can move back and forth within the survey to try out each condition. Without the back button, you will have to
enter and re-enter the survey to see each condition. This will allow you to progress through the entire survey
without selecting a choice. The preview survey feature will result in faux responses being recorded to the data
file. They will be labeled and can be deleted. Each time you make a change, that change is saved once you
select something else. When you make a change to a question, it is done. Qualtrics times out after a certain
period of inactivity! We suggest that you make edits on a copy of your survey if you would like the option to
revert back an original copy of the survey.
Chapter 9 : Tax Service FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions | H&R BlockÂ®
You can go back and change an answer before you mark the test as complete, but be sure to click the Submit Answer
button after you answered the question. Any questions you do not answer are graded as zero.
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